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Abstrat

The rise in unemployment sine the 1980s has been predominantly

understood as driven by short-term shoks and rigid labor market insti-

tutions (Blanhard and Wolfers, 2000; Layard et al., 2005), while oth-

ers have pointed to 'jobless growth' and job mathing (Pissarides, 2000).

While most studies fous on short-run explanations, this paper presents

an analysis of the long-run determinants of unemployment. To the best

of our knowledge, no previous ross-ountry study has investigated the

long-run relationship between unemployment and maroeonomi perfor-

mane over a time-period that strethes before the 1960s. To address

this issue, we use wavelet analysis to deompose time series overing ten

ountries 1913-2016, into short-, medium-, and long-run variations, and

band spetrum regressions on the relation between unemployment, GDP,

investment, interest rate and produtivity. This methodology has several

advantages ompared to standard eonometrial methods and other tools

for deomposition. Through estimations of ross-ountry regression mod-

els, we �nd strong indiations that unemployment orrelates negatively

with the long-run omponents of investment. About 17 perent of over-

all variations and 29 perent of long-run variations in unemployment are

explained by long-run variations in apital formation. In strutural break

models on eah of the ten ountries we �nd that apital formation ex-

plains between 43 perent and 84 perent of variations in unemployment.

For most ountries long-run shifts in apital formation are assoiated with

long-run shifts in unemployment in the opposite diretion. Our analysis

hene suggests the importane of understanding aggregate demand and

apital formation if we wish to understand long-term labor market out-

omes.
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1 Introdution

Rates of unemployment in the industrialized world have seen sizable long-run

alterations that have pushed eonomists to suggest explanations where earlier

generations were thought to have failed. During the inter-war period the domi-

nating view of unemployment was that of a temporary disequilibrium, but the

soaring rates of unemployment following the Great Depression motivated a new

interpretation. Keynes' demand failure hypothesis beame widely aepted dur-

ing the post-war era, when unemployment was historially low. This hypothesis

and the onneted poliy framework was not seriously hallenged until Friedman

(1968) and Phelps (1967) theorized the hugely in�uential notion of a natural rate

of unemployment, favoring long-term hanges in institutions as prime movers

of long-run levels of unemployment. This ontributed to a shift one again in

poliy to fous less on demand management, and more on the design of labor

market institutions (Vroey, 2016; Solow, 2018).

The inreasing unemployment of the 1980s has in this vein been predomi-

nantly understood as driven by short-term shoks and rigid labor market insti-

tutions (Layard et al., 1991; Blanhard and Wolfers, 2000), while some suggested

the stable rates of unemployment in the early 2000s to be an expression of `job-

less growth'. Later ontributions to the equilibrium unemployment framework

fous instead of the �ows in and out of (un)employment, desribed as a dynami

proess in searh- and mathing models of the labor market (Pissarides, 2000).

The Keynesian idea of aggregate demand failure is today perhaps mainly

alive, through the use of theoretial models with multiple equilibria, whih sug-

gests that exogenous variations in maroeonomi performane of some sort,

suh as apital formation, may still be one of the key fators to understand

unemployment (Farmer, 2006; Farmer and Niolò, 2018). As Yellen (2016) sug-

gests, this idea seems to have reeived inreasing attention after the deline in

eonomi growth around 2008, i.e. �The Great Reession� (e.g. Aharya et al.,

2018).

In�uential versions of theoretial models (Pissarides, 2000; Layard et al.,

2005) are often desribed as having one unique long-run equilibrium. Unanti-

ipated short-term events may ause deviations in the short to medium term,

but are often desribed as having no e�et in the long run. The long-run equi-

librium is then instead determined by the long-term onditions for wage and

prie formation, searh and mathing and ompetition in produt and servie

markets. With multiple equilibria short-term events may have long-term e�ets

(f. Rogerson et al., 2005).

Noting that the relationship between unemployment and maroeonomi

performane is far from settled, this paper takes a long-run perspetive. The

negative relationship between unemployment and aggregate demand is well

known (Okun, 1962). However, there is onsiderable disagreement on how im-

portant these e�ets are over di�erent time horizons; and to what extent these

orrelations hold over di�erent time-periods. One entral issue is to what ex-

tent exogenous shifts in maroeonomi performane may a�et unemployment

in the long run. Despite empirial indiations of this in earlier studies, several
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in�uential theoretial works, suh as Layard et al. (1991, 2005) and Pissarides

(2000), argue that �utuations in apital, growth and produtivity should only

a�et labor market outome in the short to medium run. Long-run orrelations

between unemployment and maroeonomi performane are however suggested

by di�erent types of theories, for instane if there are multiple equilibria in the

labor market (e.g. Farmer, 2012). The more long-term orrelation between un-

employment and apital formation, observed by earlier studies, is mentioned

as the "Modigliani puzzle" by Blanhard (2000), with referene to Modigliani

(2000). Herbertsson and Zoega (2002) estimate the orrelation between unem-

ployment and apital formation using a sample of OECD ountries 1960-1997

and ommon measures of labor market institutions. Stokhammer and Klär

(2011) present a similar study, using more data, inluding di�erent ommon

measures of shoks. Both studies �nd that apital formation seems to be one

of the fators, among a sample of maroeonomi measures and institutions,

that orrelates most strongly with unemployment in di�erent samples of OECD

ountries for the period 1960 onward.

Similar results are found in Arestis et al. (2007) for the EMU ountries (f.

Arestis and Sawyer, 2005); Karanassou et al. (2008) for the Nordi ountries;

and Bande and Karanassou (2014) for Spanish regions. Several studies also

argue that main drivers behind unemployment in OECD ountries from 1960

onward are di�erent kinds of shoks, often in interation with labor market

institutions (Blanhard and Wolfers, 2000).

This paper examines the long-run relationship between unemployment, api-

tal formation, GDP, interest rate and produtivity by using an unbalaned panel

dataset going bak to 1913. We present new annual time-series on unemploy-

ment, where we onnet standard measure from OECD to older data-series. We

suggest that apital formation has sizable explanatory power of long-run vari-

ations in unemployment, implying that poliy makers and researhers should

onsider apital formation as an important potential determinant of labor mar-

ket outomes in the long-run. While orrelations between unemployment and

maroeonomi performane have been observed by several studies, most anal-

yses use data on OECD-ountries from 1960 onward. One of few exeptions

inlude Hatton (2007) whih studies United Kingdom 1877-1999. No other

study, as far as we are aware of, has examined the orrelations between un-

employment and maroeonomi performane to be a long-run orrelation over

longer time-periods. This makes the argument suseptible to the suspiion that

the relationship holds only for relatively short- to medium-run variations, or

only for a spei� time-period..

While the standard methodology of deriving long-term variations in un-

employment has been to use �ltering methods, newer deomposition methods

have emerged with wavelet analysis, allowing for deomposition of time series

in short-, medium-, and long-run variations (Perival and Walden, 2006). Gal-

legati et al. (2014) found a robust short-run and long-run orrelation between

unemployment and produtivity on a sale by sale basis for the USA 1948-

2013. Gallegati et al. (2015) �nd a robust orrelation between unemployment

and produtivity over short- and long-run using wavelet analysis for the G7
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ountries 1962-2012, with positive orrelation for short-run terms, and negative

for long-run.

To disentangle short- to long-run relationships, our approah is similarly

based on wavelet deomposed time series, but estimates band spetrum regres-

sions in order to speify a fuller eonometri model and ontrol for other vari-

ables (f. Andersson, 2016). By using wavelet analysis we deompose the time

series into short-, medium-, and long-run ylial omponents. Using a band-

spetrum regression method allows us to test whether the relationship between

unemployment and maroeonomi performane may be a short-, medium-, or

long-run, in greater detail than studies using standard eonometris. Using a

longer time period than most studies on the subjet, allows us to disuss whether

these orrelations hold over di�erent time-periods.

Our results indiate statistially robust negative orrelations between unem-

ployment and investment over medium to long time periods, suggesting a robust

and long-term orrelation between unemployment and apital formation. This

ontests several in�uential ideas in both researh and poliy. While there are

di�erent theories and mehanisms that an explain suh long-run relationships,

the orollaries of these results are important sine they suggest that private or

publi investment deisions and poliy ambitions stimulating aggregate demand

have a lasting e�et on labor market outomes. We have a limited seletion of

ountries, but sine we have over 100 years of data, one is tempted to suggest

that the long-term relation between unemployment and maroeonomi per-

formane is worth onsiderable attention in researh and modeling than what

seems to be the ase today.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Setion 2 gives a brief overview

of some key theoretial aspets. Setion 3 desribes our data. Setion 4 desribes

our methods, wavelet deomposition and band spetrum regression. Setion 5

presents our empirial results and setion 6 makes some onluding remarks.

2 Theoretial framework for equilibrium unem-

ployment

While there is a literature indiating a relationship between unemployment and

apital formation, there is no onsensus on what to make of the orrelations

between unemployment and maroeonomi performane, when aknowledged.

Herbertsson and Zoega (2002) argue that these results are in line with standard

equilibrium unemployment theory, if labor is viewed as a (quasi) �xed asset,

whih adjusts to low frequeny variations in investment (Oi, 1962). Stokham-

mer and Klär (2011) laim that the negative orrelation between unemployment

and apital formation supports a Post-Keynesian theoretial framework, where

equilibrium unemployment is an endogenous result of unemployment outome,

driven by exogenous shifts in aggregate demand, or spei�ally apital forma-

tion. In line with this, Smith and Zoega (2009), building on Keynes (1937),

argue that one important fator behind shifts in investment might be psyhol-
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ogy, �animal spirits�, and that this also is a main driver behind employment.

There is also a well-known possible onnetion between demand shoks and

unemployment in the short to medium run, often desribed as a deviation from

long-run equilibrium unemployment. The return to equilibrium may take long

time, due to hysteresis/persistene (Roed, 1997). Hysteresis may be aused by

several fators, suh as apital formation, e.g., if �rms redue their apital stok

and pries or tehnology does not adapt fast enough (Drèze and Bean, 1991).

A reent argument in this vein is found in Galí (2015, 2016) who argue that the

unemployment rate in Europe 1970-2014 does not �t any strutural equilibrium

unemployment theory, and instead suggests that a New-Keynesian Dynamial

Stohasti General Equilibrium (DSGE) model with strong hysteresis better �ts

the data.

One may also expet a long-run negative orrelation between unemployment

and growth or between unemployment and apital formation, if labor and apital

is harder to substitute in prodution. Rowthorn (1999) illustrates how the wage-

and prie-setting equation framework in Layard et al. (1991) with, instead of

their Cobb-Douglas prodution funtion, a onstant elastiity of substitution

(CES) prodution funtion and substitution of elastiity below one (σ < 1),
results in a negative long run orrelation between unemployment and apital

formation (f. Rowthorn, 1977, 1995).

Kapadia (2005) gives a similar example using a Cobb-Douglas prodution

funtion, taking apaity utilization into aount, where returns to labor vary

depending on apital-intensity. Sigurdsson (2013) shows how a negative long

run relationship between unemployment and apital formation an be expeted

within a two setor searh and mathing model, with apital prodution and

CES prodution, σ < 1. Christodoulakis and Axioglou (2017) derive a negative

relation within an overlapping generations model with labor market fritions,

for both a Cobb-Douglas prodution funtion, and a CES with σ < 1. An

assumption about σ < 1 seems in general supported by a large body of empirial
results (Rowthorn, 1999; Klump et al., 2007; Chirinko, 2008; Semieniuk, 2017)

Another argument for a onnetion between equilibrium unemployment and

exogenous shifts in aggregate demand is if we have multiple equilibria in the

labor market. Common searh- and mathing models (Pissarides, 2000), and

wage- and prie-setting equations frameworks (Layard et al., 2005) are often

desribed as having one unique equilibrium, determined by long term exoge-

nous institutional fators, a�eting wage and prie �exibility and bargaining,

mathing tehnology and ompetition in goods and servie markets. In the ase

of multiple equilibria the present long-run equilibrium may be desribed as an

endogenous outome of atual unemployment. Many arguments for this has

been proposed in di�erent settings (Blanhard and Summers, 1988).

In ommon versions of the searh and mathing models, there may exist

multiple equilibria, for instane due to external e�ets in the searh proess, or

inreasing returns in the searh and mathing proess, or prodution tehnology

(Mortensen, 1989; Diamond, 1982; Weitzman, 1982).

The presene of hysteresis may also result in multiple equilibria due to ex-

ternal e�ets, suh as when unemployment inreases, the expeted pro�tability
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of posting extra vaanies dereases and thereby shift long-run equilibrium un-

employment, even if the newly unemployed eventually leave the labor fore

(Pissarides, 1992). Manning (1990, 1992) shows how inreasing returns in the

prodution tehnology and imperfet ompetition between ompanies may result

in multiple equilibria in a stati prie- and wage-setting equation model.

In the literature disussing multiple unemployment equilibria, a ommon ar-

gument is that apital formation may shift for psyhologial reasons, i.e. �animal

spirits�. Farmer and Niolò (2018) argue that these psyhologial shifts may be

onsidered a long-term fundamental fator, whih might result in self-ful�lling

expetations, whih thereby also alter unemployment in the long run.

Equilibrium unemployment, ase 1: To sum up the di�erent theories

above, we may desribe two ases. Case 1 being that unemployment at time t,

ut, ould theoretially be desribed as onsisting of a short-run

(

uSR
t

)

, medium-

run

(

uMR
t

)

and long-run

(

uLR
t

)

omponent. Aording to standard equilibrium

theory desribed above, unemployment is in the short run the result of short-

run maroeonomi performane, mSR
t , suh as prodution, investment and

produtivity. If we have hysteresis in the labor market, we may have orrelation

between unemployment and di�erent maroeonomi measures over at least the

medium run. Long-run unemployment equilibrium is the result of strutural

and institutional fators, Xt (e.g. Pissarides, 2000; Layard et al., 2005)

ut = uSR
t + uMR

t + uLR
t (1)

uSR
t = α1m

SR
t (2)

uMR
t = α2m

MR
t (3)

uLR, Case 1
t = α4Xt (4)

Equilibrium unemployment, ase 2: But if we allow for long-run equilib-

rium unemployment, uLR
t , to be a�eted by shifts in long-run maroeonomi

performane, mLR
t , e.g., variations in long-run apital formation, kLR

t , e.g. due

to labor and apital being omplements in the prodution proess (f. Rowthorn,

1995), we may instead desribe it as:

uLR, Case 2
t = α4Xt + α5m

LR
t (5)

where we still may assume a unique long-run equilibrium unemployment. If we

assume that exogenous psyhologial shifts (�animal spirits�) is an important

fator behind long-run apital formation kLR
t , this is a similar story to the

argument that short-run shoks pushes the unemployment rate between multiple

equilibria (f. Farmer, 2012).

3 Data, sample and ontext

To estimate our model we use an unbalaned annual panel dataset for ten oun-

tries, overing at most 1913-2016 for Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark,
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Finland, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, UK and USA. Our dependent variable

is the unemployment rate, for whih data are taken from OECD for the years

1956-2016 for all ountries, using the standard measure, overing 15-74-year-

olds. Countries and time period are determined by the availability of data. By

adding the hange in older observations to the OECD data, we are able to on-

strut longer time series indiators for this variable. Some older data onsists of

unemployment rates for members in trade unions or unemployment insuranes,

whih we adjusted downward in aordane with earlier studies. See table 6 for

soures. Linear interpolation was used to estimate values for Belgium 1914-1920

and 1940-1944; Canada 1914-1915; and Norway 1942-1945.

To get data on produtivity we use total fator produtivity (TFP) from

Bergeaud et al. (2016). Data on GDP growth, investment as perent of GDP,

long-term interest rate and in�ation is taken from Jordà et al. (2016), where we

use their nominal interest rate and in�ation to onstrut the real rate. We use

gross �xed apital formation from Groote et al. (1996) to estimate investment

ratios in the Netherlands during the world wars. Linear interpolation was used

to estimate investment ratio for Denmark for 1915-1921, for Norway 1940-1945

and for Belgium 1914-1919, 1940, 1942, 1944, and 1945.

Labor market institutions inlude wage bargaining level, oordination and

entralization (variables �level�, �oord� and �ent� from Visser, 2016), olle-

tive bargaining overage (�adjov� from Visser, 2016), union density (�ud� and

�ud_s� from Visser, 2016, linked), unemployment gross replaement rate (�grr�

from OECD, average of their two measures when appliable, and otherwise

linked). Many institutional measures of this kind are measured every seond

year or even more seldom. From the 440 original observations we used linear

interpolation to add 243 observations to the bargaining overage measure, 32

observations to the entralization measure and 200 observations to the gross

replaement rate measure. Our estimates for these variables are mainly used for

omparison with earlier studies. All of these institutional variables, or similar

ones, as well as the eonometrial approah used here, are ommon in earlier

studies (Bassanini and Duval, 2006; Eihhorst et al., 2008). Panel stationarity is

for some of these only supported when using data for later years, and we there-

fore fous on this time period in our empirial analysis. Summary statistis of

main variables are presented in table 5.

Our data overs over 100 years in ten ountries and thus also a vast number

of important events. However, all these ten ountries also share several patterns

in the long-term development. Desriptive graphs are found in �gure 4. The

early part of this period, overing the World Wars and The Great Depression,

was tumultous in all ten ountries. Unemployment was relatively high at the

same time as GDP, investment, and produtivity �utuated rather sharply over

short periods. This oinides with several short-term spikes and dips in in�ation

and real interest.

In the postwar period, unemployment dereased to reord low levels in sev-

eral ountries. Real GDP growth was relatively high throughout this period.

At the same time investment as perent of GDP inreased after the wars, and

reahed reord high levels.
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The last 30 years of the time period, GDP growth slowed down, investment

dereased, and unemployment inreased to relatively high levels ompared to the

postwar period, during the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. The slowdown in growth

has today sparked an aademi debate on �seular stagnation� (f. Hansen, 1938;

Baldwin and Teulings, 2014).

All variables are tested for ross setional dependene using Pesaran (2004)

general test. Results indiate, statistially signi�ant ross setional dependene

for all our main variables. All variables are tested for panel unit roots using

Im-Pesaran-Shin (IPS) and Fisher Dikey-Fuller (FDF). Test results for panel

stationarity for the investment ratio (k) is somewhat sensitive to the seletion

of ountries and therefore treated as non-stationary and detrended, see below.

The treatment of k as stationary or not does not seem to a�et overall results

presented here (additional results available upon request).

4 Method

4.1 Wavelet deomposition

In this study we separate the e�ets of explanatory variables on unemployment

into between short-, medium-, and long-term e�ets. The logi, as explained

in setion 2 is that we want to test if there is a more long-term relationship

between unemployment and maroeonomi performane, suh as GDP, apital

formation and produtivity.

To study relationships in terms of frequeny bands on time series data, we

use a band spetrum regression approah on the basis of wavelet transforms

of the explanatory variables. Besides wavelet analysis there are several other

methods available. One example would be the Hodrik Presott �lter (Hodrik

and Presott, 1997), whih ould be used to deompose a time series into a trend

and a ylial omponent. Another method is Fourier analysis (Fourier, 1822),

whih allows deomposition into several omponents but assumes that time

series repeat themselves deterministially. Wavelet deomposition has onsider-

able advantages in the ontext of deteting yles in eonomi data ompared

to these methods. As opposed to the Hodrik Presott �lter, wavelet deom-

position an generate several omponents. In ontrast to traditional Fourier

analysis wavelets are loal in both frequeny and in time, meaning that the un-

derlying proess may hange over time. For introdution to the use of wavelet

deomposition on time series, see Andersson 2008, 2016; Crowley 2007; Perival

and Walden 2006.

A wavelet transform W transforms a time series vetor X of length N from

the time domain to the frequeny domain. The transformation is expressed as

W = WX, where W is a olumn vetor of length N , ontaining a set of wavelet

oe�ients and a saling oe�ient. The wavelet oe�ients an be understood

as the (resaled) amplitude of a given frequeny band and eah of its yles,

while the saling oe�ient aptures the lowest frequenies. Hene, we obtain

a piture that is loal in both frequeny and in time (yles). Formally, assume
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we have a series that is a power of 2, N = 2J . The matrix W onsists of J
vetors with N/2j oe�ients for the jth vetor, j ∈ {1, ..., J}, and the saling

oe�ient, making up in total N oe�ients. For instane, with N = 64, the
�rst vetorW1, orresponding to yles of length 2-4 years (frequeny 0.25-0.5),

will have 16 yles in the time series and hene 16 wavelet oe�ients expressing

their (resaled) amplitude. The seond vetor W2, similarly ontains 8 yles

and 8 wavelet oe�ients, the third ontains 4, and so forth. Commonly, the

Haar and Daubehies �lters are used as wavelet transforms, whose oe�ients

make up the transform matrix. An important property of the wavelet transform

is orthonormalilty, implying WTW = I, whih an be used to show that the

transform preserves all information of the time series (ompleteness), and is

revertible. Reversibility means that a deomposition of the time series in the

time domain - a so-alled multiresolution analysis, an be obtained by reversing

the proess. Using the orthonormality properties of the wavelet transform, this

deomposition is obtained by using the identity X =WT
W,whose omponents

are J details and a smooth in the time domain (see e.g., Perival and Walden

2006 for details). In our ase the multiresolution analysis deomposes the time

series yt into J + 1 number of omponents

yt = D1t +D2t + ...+DJt + St (6)

where Dj for j ∈ {1, 2, ..., J} are details and S is a smooth trend. Eah om-

ponent Djt of the time series yt has frequeny bands
1

2j+1 to

1

2j
i.e. yles with

length 2j to 2j+1
. Hene, the �rst detail onsists of yles lasting 2-4 years,

the seond 4-8 years, et. The present analysis employs the maximum over-

lap disrete wavelet transform (MODWT) using the Daubehies wavelet basis

funtion and J = 5. We deompose our time series in three parts, whih we

all short, medium, and long run, de�ned as 2-8 year �utuations, 8-32 year

�utuations and 32+ year �utuations. Sine the real interest and investment

ratio is non-stationary, we measure long-run ylial variations with the use of

the 32-64 year �utuations. Main regressions results for k are similar also when

the trend-omponent, St, is inluded in our long-term ylial omponent. As a

robustness test we also run our regressions using �ve to six wavelet omponents.

Deomposed series for k are shown in �gure 1 using three omponents, where

the longest wave-omponent exludes the trend-omponent for these two vari-

ables.

Disrete wavelet transforms allow a deomposition of variane (also alled

energy deomposition), whih an be used to understand to what extent di�erent

yles in the series ontribute to the overall variation in the dependent variable.

One of our main variables of interest is investment as perent of GDP. Our results

for investment suggest that between around 25-50 perent of the variation in

investment is aounted for by long-run variations (see table 2).

4.2 Band spetrum regression

The next step is to test the orrelation between unemployment and our short,

medium, and long-run variables, whih is done using a band spetrum regres-
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Figure 1: Examples of wavelets
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sion (Engle, 1974; Andersson, 2016). Band spetrum regression means that, in

our ase, unemployment in ountry i at year t, uit, is estimated on a wavelet

deomposed regressor xj
it, where j ∈ 1, 2, ..., J is the n-th detail. In our ase,

the details are rearranged to the short, medium, and long-run omponents of x,
suh as

uit = β0 + β1x
SR
it + β2x

MR
it + β3x

LR
it + ǫit (7)

In our model, equations 1-5, unemployment is hypothetially a�eted by short,

medium, and long-run maroeonomi performane as well as more long-term

exogenous institutional fators. We use wavelet deomposed GDP growth (yit),
investment as perent of GDP (kit), total fator produtivity growth (tfpit) and
real long-term interest rate (rit) as indiators of maroeonomi performane .

We use a ross-ountry panel dataset with the baseline two-way �xed e�et

model

uti = β0 +
∑

j

β1,jy
j
ti + β2,jk

j
it + β3,jtfp

j
it + β4,jr

j
it + β5Ft + β6Fi + ǫit (8)

where j is the short, medium, and long-run omponents of eah variable. Ft

and Fi is time- and ountry-�xed e�ets, i.e. the addition of T − 1 and I − 1
number of dummies in respetively ase, T and I being the total number of

years and ountries in the dataset.

Capital formation, GDP growth, TFP and real interest should apture the

overall e�et of shifts in maroeonomi performane. If the real interest rate

apture expeted shifts in apital formation due to institutional onditions,

residual variane in this variable may apture exogenous shifts. Capital for-

mation as perent of GDP is one out of several possible measures and is used

in several earlier studies (f. Herbertsson and Zoega, 2002; Stokhammer and

Klär, 2011). The inlusion of TFP and GDP growth in the same model might

be problemati or hard to interpret sine they are based on the same data, and

our main estimations therefore inludes them one at the time. An optimisti

interpretation of estimating both of them in the same model is that TFP on-

trols for the true produtivity growth rate, or produtivity shoks, in the form

of deviations from long-run averages sine ountry dummies are inluded, as is

ommonly done in earlier studies (f. Blanhard and Wolfers, 2000).

Many earlier studies on unemployment fous on labor market institutions,

using data from around 1960 onward. As part of our robustness analysis we es-

timate models, whih at most overs the period 1960-2014 with the deomposed

main variables of interest and a olletion of ommon measures of institutions.

To ontrol for the deviation between unemployment and long-run unemploy-

ment equilibrium, we follow previous literature and ompare di�erent methods.

There is no onsensus for how to apture long-run equilibrium, and no method

is neessarily more suitable than the other (f. Staiger et al., 1997). We onsider

all of these as part of our robustness testing.

One approah is to inlude in�ation hange, ∆πit in our model spei�ation.

The logi is that in periods when unemployment is below equilibrium, in�a-
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tion will tend to inrease, as per the traditional Phillips urve, hene giving a

relationship:

∆π = a(U∗ − U) + ν (9)

where ∆π is the �rst di�erene of in�ation, U is unemployment, U∗
is the non-

aelerating in�ation rate of unemployment (NAIRU), ν are short-run shoks

(residuals) and a is a parameter.

Estimating a regression of observables ∆π and U , and solving out U∗ +
ν/a = ∆π/a + U , it an be seen that long-run equilibrium unemployment, or

the NAIRU, an be estimated empirially by applying a low-pass �lter to the

right hand side (f. Ball and Mankiw, 2002; Flaig and Rottmann, 2013). One

possible interpretation is then that a long-run unemployment equilibrium, or the

movement between several equilibria, is estimated as the long-run omponents

of the right-hand side in equation 8.

As part of our robustness analysis, besides the use of ∆π, we estimate our
short-, medium-, and long-run omponents against 5 and 10 year moving aver-

ages of unemployment respetively, as well as the wavelet trend omponents of

unemployment. This kind of estimations may apture both the possible onne-

tion between maroeonomi performane and one unique long-run equilibrium

unemployment, and the possibility that we have more than one long-run equi-

librium in the labor market, and that maroeonomi performane may push

unemployment between these. In this sense, our regression an be interpreted

as one out of several indiations of the possible endogeneity or exogeneity of

long-run unemployment equilibrium to aggregate demand and produtivity.

5 Results

5.1 Main results

We start by looking at the struture of the simple orrelation oe�ient between

the long-run omponent (D5t) of unemployment and the investment ratio, with

up to ten lagged or leading values for investment. We an here think of the

D5 omponent as the long-run trends, and somewhat simpli�ed as a proxy for

the, perhaps unique, long-run equilibrium unemployment rate. This gives us

a �rst overview of the orrelation between these two variables, see �gure 2 for

a desription of the oe�ients for eah ountry with 95 perent on�dene

intervals.

For seven out of ten ountries, negative orrelation oe�ients seem to dom-

inate the interval between 10 lags and leads, with less negative oe�ients when

omparing greater lags or leads, and in some ases non-di�erent from zero. Most

ountries have negative oe�ients in the interval of lag 5 years and 0. Finland

and Sweden have negative oe�ients for around 5-10 lags. They also have pos-

itive orrelation oe�ients for greater leads, i.e. around 5 and over, suggesting

that periods of high unemployment are typially sueeded by periods of high

investment. For the UK, most orrelation oe�ients in the graph is found to be
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around, or non-di�erent from zero. , These results indiate that, within ten lags

and leads, greater values of the long-term omponent for investment orrelate

with lower levels of unemployment. The hoie of lags and leads does not seem

to be ruial for our analysis.

Table 1 summarizes our main estimation results. The �rst model estimates a

�xed e�ets model, where short-run and long-run investment explain 17 perent

of the variations in unemployment. The long-run omponent (�Investm. LR� in

the table) alone aounts for 16.9 perent of variations in unemployment, and

28.8 perent of long-run variations in unemployment (yles of 32 years and

longer).

To ontrol for ommon trends in the data we also inlude time-dummies and

introdue ontrol variables in�ation, rate of interest, GDP and TFP growth in

models 2-5. Among all variables, and taking into onsideration all our estima-

tions and results, the most onsistent results are found for the long-run ylial

omponent of investment. The other variables, GDP growth, long-term real

interest rate and TFP growth show statistially signi�ant negative orrelations

in some estimations, and then mainly for the long-run omponent. However,

results are in general less robust, and in several models we instead �nd a positive

orrelation.

To analyze the possibility of di�erent dynamis over sub-periods, models 6

and 7 presents results on the periods 1913-1964 and 1965-2016 respetively. The

negative long-run orrelation for investment is statistially signi�ant in both

ases. These are only examples. Similar results are found if data are broken

up at earlier or later years. In models 8-11, we also ontrol for labor market

institutions from 1960-2014. The data on labor market institutions used here

are available from 1960 or later. The orrelation results for the long-term yli-

al omponent of investment are robust with respet to di�erent ombinations

of labor market institutions. Among the institutional variables, higher levels

of unemployment seem to orrelate with lower wage bargaining levels (more

entralized) and lower unemployment replaement rates (ontrary to standard

equilibrium theories). These results tend to be statistially signi�ant in several

of our models, with some exeptions.. Using a limited dataset with relatively

few ountries, the results for the labor market institutions presented here is pri-

marily intended as a robustness test for our measures on maroeonomi per-

formane. Thus, these results on�rm the robustness of long-term orrelation

between unemployment and investment.

Other robustness tests performed, but not shown here, inlude using �ve

wavelet omponents, instead of three. Models were estimated with eah oun-

try exluded, one at the time. Regression models were estimated on long-run

unemployment proxies: moving average over 5 and 10 years respetively; and

a long-run wavelet omponents of unemployment (D5, S5 as proxy for U∗) as

dependent variables, with overall similar results. All of these are available upon

request.
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Figure 2: Correlation struture: Long-run wavelet omponents for unemploy-

ment and investment ratios
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Table 1: Estimation result. Fixed e�ets models. Dependent variable: unemployment

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

1913-2016 1913-2016 1913-2016 1913-2016 1913-2016 1913-2016 1913-1964 1965-2016 LMI 1970- LMI 1970- LMI 1970-

Investm LR -0.87

∗∗∗

-0.89

∗∗∗

-0.24

∗∗∗

-0.25

∗∗∗

-0.24

∗∗∗

-0.24

∗∗∗

-0.23

∗∗

-0.40

∗∗∗

-0.20

∗

-0.20

∗
-0.46

∗∗∗

(-14.45) (-14.60) (-3.57) (-3.66) (-3.54) (-3.50) (-2.56) (-4.65) (-1.67) (-1.94) (-4.49)

Investm SR -0.26

∗∗∗

-0.13

∗∗

-0.13

∗∗

-0.13

∗∗

-0.11 -0.10 -0.31

∗∗∗

-0.38

∗∗∗

-0.39

∗∗∗

-0.36

∗∗∗

(-3.17) (-2.04) (-2.00) (-2.03) (-1.63) (-1.25) (-3.37) (-3.26) (-3.93) (-3.69)

Investm MR 0.09

∗

-0.15

∗∗∗

-0.14

∗∗∗

-0.16

∗∗∗

-0.13

∗∗∗

-0.03 -0.26

∗∗∗

-0.37

∗∗∗

-0.29

∗∗∗

-0.22

∗∗∗

(1.77) (-3.30) (-2.95) (-3.40) (-2.87) (-0.43) (-4.61) (-4.99) (-4.51) (-3.65)

Long interest SR 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.00 -0.02 -0.02

(0.38) (0.37) (0.39) (0.31) (0.36) (-0.04) (-0.26) (-0.33)

Long interest MR 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.47

∗∗∗

0.52

∗∗∗

0.48

∗∗∗

(1.26) (1.43) (1.13) (1.46) (1.50) (6.40) (6.88) (6.62)

Long interest LR -0.04

∗∗

-0.04

∗∗

-0.04

∗∗

-0.04

∗∗

-0.06

∗∗

0.99

∗∗∗

1.24

∗∗∗

1.11

∗∗∗

(-2.03) (-2.06) (-2.00) (-1.97) (-2.57) (10.36) (11.30) (10.74)

In� SR 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01

(0.51) (0.44) (0.48) (0.25) (0.21) (-0.26)

In� MR -0.09

∗∗∗

-0.10

∗∗∗

-0.08

∗∗

-0.06

∗

-0.04 -0.39

∗∗∗

(-2.67) (-2.95) (-2.27) (-1.71) (-1.01) (-2.86)

In� LR 0.37 0.40 0.45

∗

0.44 -0.80

∗
-0.73

∗∗

(1.44) (1.48) (1.68) (1.64) (-1.89) (-2.12)

GDP growth SR -0.02 -0.06 -0.01 -0.00 -0.06

(-0.85) (-1.36) (-0.67) (-0.01) (-0.62)

GDP growth MR -0.04 -0.36

∗∗∗

-0.06

∗

-0.10 -0.36

∗∗∗

(-1.43) (-5.40) (-1.88) (-1.11) (-2.61)

GDP growth LR 0.07 -0.04 0.05 0.19 1.50

∗∗∗

(0.59) (-0.21) (0.35) (0.92) (4.42)

TFP growth SR -0.01 0.05 0.14

(-0.34) (1.08) (1.31)

TFP growth MR 0.03 0.40

∗∗∗

0.31

(0.94) (5.33) (1.62)

TFP growth LR 0.09 0.10 0.56

∗∗

(0.92) (0.66) (2.39)

Wage-set. oord 0.07 0.12 0.10

(0.46) (0.99) (0.85)

Wage barg. level -0.36

∗∗

-0.20 -0.01

(-2.18) (-1.41) (-0.06)

Barg. overage 0.00 0.02 0.03

∗

(0.23) (1.38) (1.95)

Wage barg. ent. -0.02 -0.05

∗∗∗

-0.04

∗∗

(-1.12) (-3.03) (-2.52)

Union density 0.10

∗∗∗

0.10

∗∗∗

0.15

∗∗∗

(4.23) (4.69) (6.87)

Replaement -0.00 -0.04

∗∗∗

-0.03

∗∗

(-0.23) (-2.83) (-2.29)

Constant 5.32

∗∗∗

5.32

∗∗∗
3.11

∗∗∗

3.08

∗∗∗

3.04

∗∗∗

3.48

∗∗∗

3.03

∗∗∗

1.07 -0.46 -0.69 -11.26

∗∗∗

(53.21) (53.46) (4.34) (4.17) (4.18) (4.76) (3.92) (1.06) (-0.39) (-0.68) (-5.78)

N 1040 1040 1040 1040 1040 1040 520 520 418 418 418

R2

0.17 0.18 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.66 0.70 0.73 0.63 0.74 0.78

adj. R2

0.16 0.17 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.61 0.66 0.69 0.57 0.69 0.74

Country dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year dummies No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Countries 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Max years per ountry 104 104 104 104 104 104 52 52 42 42 42

t statistis in parentheses

∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

SR, MR, LR = Short-, medium-, and long-run. Investm = investment perent of GDP. In�.hg = perentage point hange in�ation. LMI = labor market

institutions.
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Table 2: Variane deomposition for investment ratios

Short run Medium run Long run

Australia 0.08 0.53 0.39

Belgium 0.14 0.31 0.55

Canada 0.15 0.43 0.43

Denmark 0.20 0.64 0.16

Finland 0.18 0.58 0.23

Netherlands 0.22 0.36 0.42

Norway 0.24 0.42 0.34

Sweden 0.35 0.37 0.28

UK 0.11 0.39 0.50

USA 0.17 0.52 0.31

Soure: see text.

5.2 Capital formation and unemployment aross ountries

Our panel estimation results indiate a negative relation between unemployment

and long-run apital formation. It is not obvious however that a homogeneous

relationship must hold for all ountries, or over the entire time-period in eah

ountry. There are several reasons to expet ross-ountry heterogeneity and

strutural breaks. For example, apital formation is an aggregate of di�er-

ent types of investment (mahinery, buildings, software and immaterial apital)

whose omposition may be radially altered through strutural hange or teh-

nologial innovation that shift prodution to or from labor-augmenting growth.

Moreover, there may be hanges in the marginal e�et of apital formation on

unemployment due to hanges in the labor market.

1

Hene, there are several

reasons to expet heterogeneity in results aross ountries or over time. To get

a more detailed piture we ompare models for eah ountry with and without

strutural breaks.

We start with a new eonometri baseline model, where unemployment in

ountry i at year t is a funtion of the three ylial omponents (SR, MR and

LR) of apital formation (k):

uit = α0 + α1k
SR
it + α2k

MR
it + α3k

LR
it + ǫit (10)

To test for shifts over time in the relation between u and k, we use the

supremum Wald test for strutural breaks on the oe�ients over time in eah

ountry. We fous on the development of α3.

1

For instane, if unemployment is high, eonomi ativity and apital formation is relatively

low, there is a large pool of people seeking job-opportunities. A relatively small inrease in

eonomi ativity and apital formation, might in this senario have a relatively large e�et

on the number of jobs, sine many people are open for di�erent solutions and eager to enter

employment. The situation does not neessarily have to be the same if the labor market is

tight and unemployment is low. Expeted pro�ts for employers of posting vaanies are lower

as there is a sarity for unemployed personnel, and there is an inreased inentive for �rms

to use more apital-augmenting tehnology. Thus, an inrease in apital formation may in

this ase have more modest e�et on unemployment.
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Results strongly suggests that all ten ountries in our dataset have at least

one break, where the slope-oe�ient for kLR
it hanges in a statistially signif-

iant way, at di�erent years for eah ountry. For Australia, Canada, Nether-

lands and USA we found breaks at 1936, 1937, 1939 and 1942 respetively.

For Norway and United Kingdom we found breaks at 1959 and 1956. Belgium

and Denmark at 1976 and 1974. Finland and Sweden 1989 and 1993. For all

ountries, the strutural breaks are found in onnetion to relatively large �u-

tuations in unemployment, suh as in the years before or after World War II or

The Great Depression (Canada and the Netherlands) or the �nanial rises of

the early 1990s (Sweden and Finland). The exeptions were Belgium and Den-

mark, where strutural breaks instead are found in the 1970s. We note however

that both these ountries experiened short-term inreases in unemployment

during the 1970s and 1980s.

To take these strutural breaks into aount, we add a dummy variable for

eah ountry, SBi, to our model in equation 10, as well as interation terms for

SBi and the three omponents for k. The dummy, SBi, has the value �1� for

the year of the strutural break and all years thereafter, and value 0 else. This

lets us estimate the importane of the breaks we found. For eah ountry, the

model is now

ut = γ0 + γ1SB +
∑

j

γ1+jk
j

t +
∑

j

γ4+jk
j
tSB + ǫt (11)

where unemployment in ountry i at year t, uit, is a funtion of the strutural

break dummy SBi, the SR, MR and LR-omponents for kit as well as the inter-
ation terms between SB and the short-, medium-, and long-run omponents

of k indexed by j ∈ 1, 2, 3.
The �rst SB-term estimates the e�et of the strutural break, a permanent

shift in the position of the slope (the onstant). The interation terms, suh as

γ7k
LR
it SB estimate the shift in the slope for this k-omponent. We have eight

oe�ients. We let γ4 be the slope for kLR
, whih is the slope during the time

period before the strutural break. Then γ4 + γ7 is the slope for kLR
for all

years from the strutural break until the end of the time period.

Regression results for the model in equation 11, estimated on eah ountry,

are shown in table 4. Now the piture hanges somewhat, ompared to table 3.

The header for eah model lists the year of the break point where the oe�ient

for long-run omponent for investment

(

kLR
)

hanges. The oe�ient for kLR

is found negative for all ountries exept UK, where it is positive. A few results

also suggests a onnetion between unemployment and kSR
or kMR

, but overall

no strong support is found for these fators. The strutural break-dummy is

positive (a one time inrease in unemployment) for all ountries exept Nether-

lands, Norway and the UK, where it instead is found to be negative. This is

natural, sine the strutural breaks are found at di�erent years.

The slope for the interation term �SBD * Inv LR� SBik
LR
it is positive for

all ountries exept Belgium, Sweden and the UK. At the bottom of the table

we list �Inv LR SB-slope� = γ4 + γ7, the slope for kLR
from the year of the

strutural break and onward. The slope for the strutural break year and onward
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is negative (more investment oinides with less unemployment) for all ountries

exept Finland, where it is 0.51.

An illustration of some of the basi �ndings here is shown in �gure 3, whih

ompares observed unemployment and preditions based on the models in equa-

tion 10 and 11. Three ountries may here serve to illustrate some interesting

�ndings: Canada, Netherlands and Sweden, pitured in the three top graphs.

The strutural breaks are marked out as a vertial line for eah ountry. For the

�rst two ountries both predition models gives at least promising results, i.e.

new time-series that somewhat follows long-run movements in atual unemploy-

ment throughout most of the time-period. For Sweden, prediting unemploy-

ment using equation 10, without the a strutural break model, gives a rather

poor �t, but using equation 11 produes a better predition of the long-run

development of unemployment.

For most ountries, our baseline estimations perform well, while inluding

strutural breaks improves the model further. Along these lines, the exeption-

ally low levels of unemployment during the post-war era are in our baseline

models explained by a long-run inrease in apital formation for most oun-

tries (Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Netherlands, Norway and USA).

Conversely, for these ountries, and the UK, the inrease in unemployment be-

tween the 1970s or 1980s and the early 2000s may be explained with delining

apital formation. Our results however also suggest that there are important

exeptions, whih indiate that the impat of apital formation depends on the

historial ontext.

The three Nordi ountries Norway, Sweden and Finland, have important

strutural breaks in unemployment that aording to our alulations annot be

explained by apital formation alone. In Sweden and Finland a drasti inrease

in unemployment during the 1990s took plae at the same time as relatively large

�utuations in housing pries and private redit. The UK had a strutural break

in 1956. For the observations before 1956, we �nd a positive orrelation between

unemployment and apital formation. This may be explained by di�erent things,

e.g. that investment was labor-saving in the UK, during that time-period. In

Norway, apital formation is a poor preditor of unemployment after 1959, in

the sense that predited unemployment is muh more stable than the data.

These results altogether, suggest that although apital formation is a po-

tent explanatory fator behind long-run labor market outomes, historial and

irumstantial nuanes must be added to the analysis of long-run patterns of

unemployment. There are obvious reasons why strutural breaks may appear

and equally obvious reasons why apital formation may both reate and destroy

jobs. However, in our data, as a rule rather than exeption, long-run shifts in

apital formation have produed the opposite pattern in long-run unemployment

outomes.
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Table 3: Regression results. One ountry at the time.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Australia Belgium Canada Denmark Finland Netherlands Norway Sweden UK USA

Investm SR -0.38 -0.25 -0.32 -0.35

∗

-0.13 -0.42

∗

-0.18 -0.21 -0.33 -0.26

(-0.94) (-0.91) (-1.39) (-1.74) (-0.49) (-1.68) (-1.41) (-0.96) (-0.67) (-0.93)

Investm MR 0.23

∗∗

-0.07 0.00 -0.17 -0.20 0.34 0.09 0.09 0.86

∗∗∗

-0.06

(1.99) (-0.35) (0.04) (-1.60) (-1.44) (1.62) (0.79) (0.53) (3.77) (-0.38)

Investm LR -0.85

∗∗∗

-1.14

∗∗∗

-0.89

∗∗∗

-1.37

∗∗∗

-0.34 -1.52

∗∗∗
-1.15

∗∗∗

0.40

∗∗

0.02 -1.23

∗∗∗

(-5.35) (-6.98) (-6.57) (-5.58) (-1.20) (-8.07) (-9.22) (2.50) (0.04) (-6.03)

Constant 4.90

∗∗∗

5.97

∗∗∗

6.65

∗∗∗

5.22

∗∗∗

4.97

∗∗∗

5.03

∗∗∗

3.73

∗∗∗

4.18

∗∗∗

5.66

∗∗∗

6.90

∗∗∗

(15.34) (20.60) (22.37) (26.82) (14.34) (16.29) (15.18) (17.00) (14.72) (20.49)

N 104 104 104 104 104 104 104 104 104 104

R2

0.23 0.34 0.31 0.30 0.05 0.40 0.48 0.08 0.14 0.28

adj. R2

0.21 0.32 0.29 0.28 0.02 0.38 0.46 0.05 0.11 0.26

t statistis in parentheses

∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Investm = investment perent of GDP. SR, MR, LR = Short-, medium-, and long-run.
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Table 4: Regression results with strutural break. One ountry at the time

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Australia

SB=1936

Belgium

SB=1976

Canada

SB=1937

Denmark

SB=1974

Finland

SB=1989

Netherlands

SB=1939

Norway

SB=1959

Sweden

SB=1993

UK

SB=1956

USA

SB=1942

SB-dummy (SBD) 2.90

∗∗∗

4.69

∗∗∗

1.63

∗∗∗

2.40

∗∗∗

6.58

∗∗∗

-3.15

∗∗∗

-1.91

∗∗∗
6.46

∗∗∗

-1.78

∗∗∗

1.09

∗

(3.29) (13.53) (2.70) (8.44) (20.09) (-5.57) (-5.07) (9.63) (-3.22) (1.96)

Investm SR -1.11

∗

-0.37

∗

0.23 -0.26 -0.17 -0.41 -0.25

∗∗

-0.37

∗∗

0.45 -0.79

∗∗∗

(-1.88) (-1.95) (0.94) (-1.59) (-1.35) (-1.47) (-2.04) (-2.39) (1.15) (-4.31)

Investm MR -0.55

∗∗∗

0.18 -0.74

∗∗∗

0.00 -0.01 0.16 -0.10 0.11 0.44

∗∗

-0.77

∗∗∗

(-2.91) (1.33) (-4.48) (0.03) (-0.20) (0.73) (-0.63) (0.82) (2.26) (-7.21)

Investm LR -5.18

∗∗∗

-0.80

∗∗∗

-1.93

∗∗∗

-1.96

∗∗∗

-0.78

∗∗∗

-3.79

∗∗∗

-1.47

∗∗∗

-0.36

∗∗∗

5.79

∗∗∗

-4.68

∗∗∗

(-7.39) (-7.26) (-9.01) (-6.95) (-4.95) (-9.47) (-12.96) (-2.64) (9.38) (-14.83)

SBD * Inv SR 0.88 -0.05 -0.65 -0.21 -0.37 0.06 0.19 -0.28 -1.62

∗∗∗

0.60

∗
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∗∗∗
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∗∗∗
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∗∗∗
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∗∗
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∗∗∗
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∗∗∗
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∗∗∗
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∗∗∗
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∗∗∗
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∗∗∗

(6.26) (-2.00) (4.94) (3.31) (4.85) (5.95) (6.49) (-1.85) (-12.70) (12.53)

Constant 1.77

∗∗

4.01

∗∗∗

5.07

∗∗∗

4.24

∗∗∗

3.21

∗∗∗

7.46

∗∗∗

4.80

∗∗∗

2.96

∗∗∗

8.90

∗∗∗

4.66

∗∗∗

(2.14) (18.89) (9.44) (23.20) (19.26) (15.21) (16.98) (15.35) (20.58) (9.15)

Inv LR SB-slope -0.70 -1.23 -0.67 -0.75 0.51 -1.21 -0.06 -1.03 -4.14 -0.36

R-sq. 0.47 0.80 0.56 0.65 0.85 0.64 0.71 0.64 0.73 0.80

adj. R-sq. 0.43 0.78 0.53 0.63 0.84 0.61 0.69 0.61 0.71 0.79

N 104 104 104 104 104 104 104 104 104 104

t statistis in parentheses

∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

SB = strutural break. SBD = strutural break dummy, oded = 1 for SB-year and onward, and = 0 else. SR, MR, LR = Short-, medium-, and long-run.

Investm = investment perent of GDP. Inv SR, MR and LR = investment short-, medium-, and long-run. Inv LR SB-slope = oe�ients �Investm LR� +

�SBC * Inv LR�.
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Figure 3: Observations and predited values
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6 Conluding remarks

In this study, we have presented a band spetrum regression using wavelet analy-

sis to study short, medium, and long-term relationships between unemployment

and maroeonomi onditions. We �nd statistially signi�ant negative orrela-

tions between unemployment and investment, measured as perent of GDP. We

have arried out several robustness tests, and di�erent models, inluding a test

of our results using �ve and six wavelet omponents instead of three. In sum,

these orrelations hold for the long-term ylial omponent of the investment

time-series, indiating that there are real aggregate determinants of long-run

hanges in unemployment. Results for other variables, suh as long-term real

interest rate, GDP growth, and TFP growth seem sensitive to the hoie of

time period and model design, having both positive and negative orrelations in

di�erent model spei�ations. A possible interpretation of these results is that,

ontrary to ommonly used and in�uential theories on unemployment, long-run

variations in apital formation, or maroeonomi performane in general, are

ruial to understanding unemployment.

Regressions for eah ountry suggest that, as a rule, rather than the exep-

tion, long-run shifts in apital formation have produed the opposite pattern

in long-run labor market outomes. Strutural break tests show that although

apital formation is a robust explanatory fator behind long-run labor market

outomes, one must add historial nuanes to the analysis of long-run patterns

of unemployment. Nevertheless, this does not alter the onlusion that periods

of high levels of investment oinides with low levels of unemployment.

Before going into how these results may a�et our understanding of the

eonomi history of these ountries, theories of unemployment, and eonomi

poliy, some aution is advised. There are several reasons why apital formation

may measure di�erent things aross time or aross ountries and why apital

formation may have varying e�ets on unemployment. In addition, there is no

general explanation of hanges in apital investment or growth in the long run.

It is well known that there has been a general divergene in GDP levels among

ountries in the world sine the early 1800s; and some onvergene among similar

ountries (suh as those in the OECD) during the late 1900s. Several fators

also seem to orrelate with GDP, investment and growth, but there is no short

answer explaining the major share of these variations over long time periods

or ountries (Aemoglu, 2009). A onsiderable amount of long-run variation

is thought to be due to innovation and protrated major tehnology shifts,

usually measured as TFP; but results seem highly dependent on methods and

assumptions, suh as the aggregate prodution funtion (Crafts and O'Rourke,

2014). Therefore, more preise reommendations should be made with are.

Taking these aveats into onsideration, our results have important orol-

laries for both eonomi history, theory, and eonomi poliy. Our results are

ompatible with di�erent theories, suh as a long-run orrelation between ap-

ital formation and a unique unemployment equilibrium (Rowthorn, 1999; Sig-

urdsson, 2013) if we have hysteresis/persistene in the return to equilibrium

(Roed, 1997), or a orrelation if shifts in apital formation pushes unemploy-
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ment between multiple equilibria (Farmer, 2012). However, one has to assume

extremely strong hysteresis in labor market proesses to explain suh long-term

orrelations as our results indiate (f. Galí, 2015). Taken together, this sug-

gests that more researh should fous on models that take long-term shifts in

apital formation into onsideration as a determinant of long-run equilibrium

unemployment, or models with multiple equilibria, steady states (f. Aharya

et al., 2018).

The history of the 1900s in Europe and North Ameria are often desribed in

the light of institutional design (e.g. Benjamin and Kohin, 1979; Eihengreen,

1994; Ljungqvist and Sargent, 1998). Our results do not disprove suh laims but

do suggest an addition to that story, whih takes into onsideration how shifts in

maroeonomi performane explain essential parts of the development sine the

early 1900s � shifts not easily explained by institutional design. It would be a

rather strit assumption, to say the least, that shoks explain all development of

labor markets. But it is perhaps, just as strit to assume the opposite � that the

long-term development is solely a result of long-term onditions. Nevertheless,

as desribed with several in�uential examples throughout this text, the latter is

still very ommon (f.disussions in Howell, 2011; Yellen, 2016).

Turning to eonomi poliy, our results suggest that to lower unemploy-

ment, governments might need to understand growth and apital formation

better. Variations in our results aross ountries and time, suggest that apital

formation is not a one-size-�ts-all explanation and that historial nuanes must

be added to the analysis of long-run patterns of unemployment. The omplex-

ity involved also limits preise poliy presriptions. Rather, e�ient poliies

must involve a areful analysis of whether to stimulate innovation, institutional

hange, or publi onsumption or investment ommitments. Due to these lim-

itations, further researh should investigate to what extent these fators and

poliies may explain shifts in the relationship between apital formation and

labor-market outomes.
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Appendix

A Data

Table 5: Data summary

Variable Mean Std.

dev.

Min Max Observations

Unemployment overall 5.32 3.65 0.20 21.80 N = 1040

between 1.00 3.73 6.90 Countries = 10

within 3.52 -0.43 20.22 Time-periods: 104

In�ation overall 4.64 11.37 -37.68 241.41 N = 1040

between 1.93 3.13 9.40 Countries = 10

within 11.22 -39.52 236.65 Time-periods: 104

GDP growth overall 2.93 5.57 -33.17 70.07 N = 1040

between 0.45 1.99 3.38 Countries = 10

within 5.55 -33.43 69.81 Time-periods: 104

Investment, perent of

GDP

overall 19.83 5.78 1.73 38.89 N = 1040

between 3.07 15.09 27.08 Countries = 10

within 4.99 4.18 31.64 Time-periods: 104

Total fator

produtivity growth

overall 6.68 3.46 1.06 15.50 N = 1040

between 0.76 4.89 7.48 Countries = 10

within 3.38 1.09 14.70 Time-periods: 104

Long-term real

interest rate

overall 1.92 7.4 -69.2 69.4 N = 1040

between 1.05 -0.72 2.9 Countries = 10

within 7.33 -66.6 69.8 Time-periods: 104

Soure: see text.
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Table 6: Soures for our unemployment data

Australia 1913-1940

(Butlin, 1984)

1941-1949

(Galenson and

Zellner, 1957)

1950-1955

(Reserve Bank

of Australia,

2001)

1956-2016

(OECD)

Belgium 1921-1939,

1945-1949

(Galenson and

Zellner, 1957)

1913, 1950-1955

(Maddison,

1964)

1956-2016

(OECD)

Canada 1913

(Maddison,

1964)

1916-1920

(Galenson and

Zellner, 1957)

1921-1955

(Statistis

Canada, 2014)

1956-2016

(OECD)

Denmark 1913-1955

(Abildgren,

2010)

1956-2016

(OECD)

Finland 1913-1955

(Tiainen, 1994)

1956-2016

(OECD)

Netherlands 1913-1955

(Statistis

Netherlands,

2014)

1956-2016

(OECD)

Norway 1913-1941,

1946-1949

(Galenson and

Zellner, 1957*)

1950-1955

(Maddison,

1959)

1956-2016

(OECD)

Sweden 1913-1919,

1938-1949

(Galenson and

Zellner, 1957*)

1920-1937,

1950-1955

(Maddison,

1964)

1956-2016

(OECD)

UK 1913-1919,

1939-1945

(Denham and

MDonald,

1996)

1920-1938,

1946-1955

(Boyer and

Hatton, 2002)

1956-2016

(OECD)

USA 1913-1930

(Romer, 1986)

1931-1940

(Coen, 1973)

1941-1946

(Lebergott,

1957)

1947-1955

(DataMarket,

2014)

1956-2016

(OECD)

* Levels adjusted downward from trade union data. See text.
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Figure 4: Graphs for main variables
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Soure: see text.
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